We reduce the boundedness of operators in Morrey spaces L r p (R n ), its preduals, H ̺ L p (R n ), and their preduals • L r p (R n ) to the boundedness of the appropriate operators in Lebesgue spaces, L p (R n ). Hereby, we need a weak condition with respect to the operators which is satisfied for a large set of classical operators of harmonic analysis including singular integral operators and the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function. The given vector-valued consideration of these issues is a key ingredient for various applications in harmonic analysis.
Introduction
+r) f |L p (B R (x)) , 1 < p < ∞, − n p ≤ r < 0.
Then we have
where the second duality assertion is due to [Zor86, Kal98, AX04, GM13, RT14] and the first assertion is observed by [AX12] and proved by [RT14] . Roughly speaking in this paper we prove that the L p (R n )-boundedness of an operator T satisfying the condition |(T f )(y)| ≤ c R n |f (z)| |y − z| n dz for all f ∈ D(R n ) and y / ∈ supp (f ), (2) implies its boundedness in
Therefrom, under some additional conditions with respect to T we get also the boundedness of T in H ̺ L p (R n ) and L r p (R n ) by (1) and duality arguments. Our paper can be considered as an extension of the new approach given in [RT13] and [RT14] to a wider class of operators and to the vector-valued situation. Let us mention that the extension of operators of this type and related norm estimates have to be treated with greater care than in many related papers investigating mapping properties of operators in L r p (R n ). We refer to Remark 4.6 for the relation of our paper to the existing literature. In particular, we cannot expect an unique extension to Morrey spaces L r p (R n ). On the contrary it turned out that there are infinitely many possible extension operators (cf. [RT14, Remark 5 .3]). Let us also mention that the vector-valued situation under consideration is crucial having in mind applications as a Michlin-Hörmander type theorem (and hence applications to Navier-Stokes equations cf. [Tri13] and [RT13, Remark 4 .3]), Littlewood-Paley theory for Morrey spaces and its preduals as well as for Lizorkin representations of Triebel-Lizorkin-Morrey spaces. The given results are partially contained in [Ros13] . Condition (2) is due to Soria and Weiss [SW94] who transferred the boundedness of singular operators on Lebesgue spaces to the boundedness of these operators in some weighted Lebesgue spaces.
The paper is organized as follows. Basic definitions and preliminaries which are needed later on are collected in Section 2. Duality theory for vector-valued Morrey-type spaces is treated in Section 3. The main results can be found in Theorem 3.1 (preduals of Morrey spaces) and Theorem 3.3 (Morrey spaces as bidual spaces). In final Section 4 we prove our main results concerning the transference of mapping properties of operators satisfying condition (2) to vector-valued Morrey type spaces. The general theorem is presented in Subsection 4.1 (Theorem 4.4) following the method developed in [RT13] and [RT14] . As a consequence of our main theorem we obtain mapping properties for various classes of operators in vector-valued Morreytype spaces. Subsection 4.2 is concerned with Calderón-Zygmund operators. Here we present also an alternative approach via weighted spaces (Theorem 4.10). Maximal operators of Hardy-Littlewood and Calderón-Zygmund type as well as related vector-valued inequalities are considered in Subsection 4.3. The final Subsection 4.4 is devoted to some classes of Fourier multipliers such as characteristic functions, smooth multipliers and Bochner-Riesz mulipliers at the critical index.
Definitions and Preliminaries

Notation
We use standard notation. Let N be the collection of all natural numbers and N 0 = N ∪ {0}. Let R n be the Euclidean n-space, where n ∈ N. Put R = R 1 . Let S(R n ) be the Schwartz space of all complex-valued rapidly decreasing infinitely differentiable functions on R n and let S ′ (R n ) be the space of all tempered distributions on R n . Let D(R n ) = C ∞ 0 (R n ) be the collection of all infinitely differentiable functions with compact support in R n , where the support of a function f is abbreviated by supp (f ). Furthermore, L p (R n ) with 1 ≤ p < ∞, is the standard complex Banach space with respect to the Lebesgue measure, normed by
For a measurable subset M of R n we similarly define L p (M). Moreover, |M| stands for the Lebesgue measure of M and χ M for the characteristic function on M. As usual Z is the collection of all integers; and Z n where n ∈ N denotes the lattice of all points m = (m 1 , . . . , m n ) ∈ R n with m j ∈ Z. As usual, L loc p (R n ) collects all equivalence classes of almost everywhere coinciding measurable complex locally p-integrable functions, hence f ∈ L p (M) for any bounded measurable set M in R n . For any p ∈ (1, ∞) we denote by p ′ the conjugate index, namely, 1/p + 1/p ′ = 1. For Banach spaces X and Y and an operator T : X → Y T : X ֒→ Y means, that the operator is bounded, that is,
where the the constant c is independent of x ∈ X. Let D(R n ) ֒→ X. A bounded operator T acting in X, hence T : X ֒→ X, is called an extension of T to X if it coincides on D(R n ) with T . We denote the Fourier transform of f on S(R n ) or S ′ (R n ) byf and its inverse byf where the normalisation off does not matter for our estimates. The concrete value of constants may vary from one formula to the next, but remains the same within one chain of (in)equalities. Finally, A ∼ = B is an abbreviation that there are two constants c, C > 0 such that cA ≤ B ≤ CA.
Morrey spaces, duals and preduals
Definition 2.1. For 1 < p < ∞ and − n p
such that
Furthermore,
where the infimum is taken over all representations (3), (4).
as a predual will be justified in the Theorem 3.1. By triangular and Hölder's inequality (3) and (4) ensure that the convergence in (3) is unconditionally in L u (R n ), where ̺u = −n.
Then it holds
The last embedding as well as (6) can be sharpened cf. (17) below.
M ∈ Z n and obtain
Hence,
Vector-valued Morrey spaces
Definition 2.6. Let 1 < p < ∞, − n p ≤ r < 0 and 1
Moreover,
3 Duals and preduals -the vector-valued case
Predual spaces
The duality with respect to Morrey spaces is discussed in the scalar case in detail with complete proofs in [RT14] . Here we give complete proofs in the vector-valued case following their approach.
′ if, and only if, it can be uniquely represented as
where the supremum is taken over all
where f j (·) ℓ q ′ is represented as in Definition 2.4 and r + ̺ + n = 0. Therefore the operator T g given by
֒→ R by means of Proposition 2.5, where this extension is justified as in the linear case cf. (12) and (14) 
. By Proposition 2.5 there is furthermore a sequence of {f
Thus, for ε ց 0 we obtain
with the norm g . Taking into account (6) the linear functional g induces a bounded linear functional on L p ′ (ℓ q ′ , w α , R n ) for α > n/p and therefore we have the representation formula
Then one has by duality in L p ′ (ℓ q ′ , Q J,M ) and (10)
Up to now, we have a representation (7) for {f j } belonging to
Hence, Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem (using (9) to get an integrable majorant) yields (7). Indeed,
there is a subsequence f
Dual spaces
In the proof of the next theorem, which is a vector-valued extension of [RT14, Thm. 4.1, (4.5)], we benefit from the following general assertion.
Proposition 3.2 (page 73 of [ET96] and Lemma in Section 1.11.1 of [Tri78] ). Let {A j } j∈N 0 be a sequence of complex Banach spaces and {A ′ j } j∈N 0 their respective duals. Moreover, we put
and only if, it can be uniquely represented as
Proof. It follows from (9) that any
Conversely, suppose g is a bounded linear functional on
This shows that 
′ and by Proposition 3.2 and Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem we have the representation
Therefore {λ JM } J,M ∈ ℓ 1 and for an appropriate choice of g j JM we obtain also
Mapping properties of operators 4.1 The main theorem
Next we extend the approach developed in [RT13] and [RT14] to a wider class of operators and to vector-valued spaces.
Definition 4.1. Lip(R n ) denotes the collection of all bounded and Lipschitz continuous functions defined on R n .
coincides with the completion of finite sequences of Lipschitz continuous compactly supported functions. More precisely, it holds
Then there exists a sequence {g j } with g j ∈ Lip 0 (R n ) with g j = 0 for |j| > k and some
where L = L({g j }) depends on the Lipschitz constants of g j , j ≤ k and k and c where c is a constant. Furthermore, for R <R
for l sufficient large where g j * ψ l ∈ D(R n ), j ∈ N 0 . Indeed, by means of Minkowski's inequality and the properties of ψ l we find
where l is sufficiently large (depending on ε). Theorem 4.4. Let 1 < p < ∞, − n p < r < 0, r + ̺ = −n, 1 < q < ∞ and let {T j } j∈N 0 be a sequence of operators with the following properties:
(ii) we have
for all f ∈ D(R n ) and all y / ∈ supp (f ), where c 1 does not depend on j ∈ N 0 , f and y;
(iii) there is a constant c 2 such that
Then, the following statements hold true.
There are unique continuous and bounded extensions
2. If T j are linear for j ∈ N 0 , then the dual operators of the unique linear and bounded extensions
If the extensions of T j to L p (R n ) due to assumption (iii) are formally self-adjoint for all j ∈ N 0 , then there are unique linear and bounded extensions
3. If T j are linear for j ∈ N 0 , then there are linear and bounded extensions
Proof.
Step 1. We start showing Assertion 1.
At first we will show that {T j } j∈N 0 :
Let x ∈ R n and R > 0. We decompose
By means of (iii) we obtain
Let i ∈ N and y ∈ B R (x). It follows from (13) that
Hölder's inequality yields 
By subadditivity of the operators we obtain
where c does not depend on {f j } j . We get the unique continuous extension T :
and hence for
Therefore, {T j } j is (Lipschitz-)continuous and moreover we get the unique continuous extension T : (14) in the same way as in the linear case.
Step 2. It remains to justify that also T :
means of a density argument we may assume that
and a k such that f j = 0 for |j| > k. There is an R such that supp f j ⊂ BR(0) for all j ∈ N 0 . Then
using (13) and triangle inequality. Here the constant c depends on {f j } j . Let R ≥ 2R. Then one has for cubes Q JM with Q JM ⊂ {x ∈ R n : |x| > R},
Using in addition 1 < p < ∞ we obtain
Let ψ R ∈ D(R n ) be a smooth cut-off function with ψ R (x) = 1 if |x| ≤ R.
with 1 < p < ∞ and 0 < n p + r < n p
. Here one should mention that cubes which are not completely inside of {x ∈ R n : |x| > R} are treated analogously and that T j f j = 0 for j > k by
by Proposition 4.2 and therefore T :
Step 3. Finally, Assertions 2 and 3 follow by duality (Theorems 3.1 and 3.3). As for the abstract background of duality one may consult [Yos80, pp. 112/113] and [Pie07, pp. 35/36]. We get firstly (11) and (9). Indeed, we have
we assume that the extensions of T j to L p (R n ) due to assumption (iii) are formally self-adjoint for all j ∈ N 0 . Then we obtain
for all f, g ∈ D(R n ) and therefore T j ′ g = T j g almost everywhere for all g ∈ D(R n ) and j ∈ N 0 which means that T j ′ are extensions of
Moreover, the biduals Remark 4.6. There are a lot of papers dealing with singular integrals in Morrey spaces. However, its well-definedness on the Morrey-type spaces under consideration as well as the norm estimates in these spaces have to be treated with greater care than usually done. On the one-hand one has to investigate how to extend singular integrals to Morrey spaces and on the other hand the estimates (13) are not available in general for functions belonging to Morrey spaces. Let us emphasize that we used (13) 1)) and provided the basis of our investigations. To overcome the above mentioned problems investigating Calderón-Zygmund operators in L r p (R n ) they considered Muckenhoupt weighted characterizations of Morrey spaces and their preduals. However, this approach has also some weak points with respect to norm estimates since it does not take into account that the operator norm of classical operators of harmonic analysis (as the Hilbert transform) in Muckenhoupt weighted spaces usually depends on the Muckenhoupt weight.
We want to refer also to a less known forerunner result which can be found in [Alv96] . There a solution for the above mentioned difficulties has been given for some Calderón-Zygmund operators in H ̺ L p (R n ).
Calderón-Zygmund operators 4.2.1 Duality approach
Definition 4.7. We define Calderón-Zygmund operators with homogeneous kernels with degree −n setting,
where f ∈ S(R n ) and Ω ∈ L ∞ (S n−1 ) with zero integral and S n−1 denotes the unit sphere.
Then the following statements hold true.
There are unique linear and bounded extensions of
T Ω to • L r p (R n ) and to H ̺ L p ′ (R n ) denoted again by T Ω such that T Ω j∈N 0 : • L r p (ℓ q , R n ) ֒→ • L r p (ℓ q , R n ) and T Ω j∈N 0 : H ̺ L p ′ (ℓ q ′ , R n ) ֒→ H ̺ L p ′ (ℓ q ′ , R n ).
There are infinitely many linear and bounded extensions of T
Proof. We observe that
. By the same arguments as in [RT13, proof of Step 2 of Thm. 1.1, p. 8] we get the mapping properties
for Sobolev spaces which lead to the above assertion by means of Sobolev type embeddings. Moreover, for Ω ∈ L ∞ (S n−1 ) it holds
by the same arguments as in (16).
Alternative approach using some Muckenhoupt weights
The following alternative method due to Triebel [Tri14, Section 2.5.3, Prop. 2.25, Rem. 2.26] yields extensions of Calderón-Zygmund operators which are bounded in L r p (R n ). He studied the boundedness of T Ω with Ω ∈ C 1 (S n−1 ). Here we generalize his approach to some non-convolution type Calderón-Zygmund operators. At first we observe that Morrey spaces
, and that L p (R n , w α ) be the corresponding weighted L p -space, normed as in (5).
Proposition 4.9 (Proposition 2.10 in [Tri14] ). Let 1 < p < ∞, − n p
where the constant c 1 is independent of f ∈ D(R n ) and
There are linear and bounded extensions of
T to L r p (R n ).
If in addition
, then there is an unique linear and bounded extension of T to
Proof. By [Gra09, Cor. 9.4.7] there is an unique linear and bounded extension T of T to L p (w α , R n ) with −n < α p < n(p − 1). Therefore, Proposition 4.9 yields T :
by [Gra09, Thm. 9.4.6]. Together with (18) we see that
Thm. 2.1.14]. Now (13) holds for all f ∈ L r p (R n ) with y / ∈ supp f . As in Step 1 of the proof of Theorem 4.4 we obtain Assertion 1. Moreover, similarly as in Step 2 and 3 of the proof of Theorem 4.4 we get Assertion 2. 
. This is a rather deep result in comparison to the L p -boundedness which we require in Theorem 4.4. Finally, let us emphasize again that the extension in Part 1 is by no means unique.
Vector-valued maximal inequalities and maximal
Calderón-Zygmund operators Definition 4.12. We define maximal Calderón-Zygmund operators with homogeneous kernels with degree −n by setting
and Ω ∈ L ∞ (S n−1 ) with zero integral and S n−1 denotes the unit sphere. As usual, the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator M is given by
is bounded for each ε > 0 and y ∈ R n by Hölder's inequality. Hence (T Ω * f )(y) is well-defined for all y ∈ R n , but might be infinite.
Corollary 4.14. Let 1 < p < ∞, − n p
Proof. At first we show that M :
n . By sublinearity of M we obtain
It follows that
where L is the Lipschitz constant of f and x ∈ R n . (We even showed M : Lip(R n ) → Lip(R n ) with the arguments due to [Kin97, Remarks 2.2].) A version of Cotlar's inequality leads to the estimate
for x ∈ R n (cf. [Duo01, Lemma 5.15]). As above we obtain
Together with
. Moreover, we claim that (13) holds also for M. Indeed, let f ∈ D(R n ) with y / ∈ supp (f ). Then there exists an i ∈ Z such that 
Moreover, let ψ ∈ S(R n ) with ψ(0) = 0. We define
There are unique linear and bounded extensions of
denoted again by S j and satisfying the mapping properties
2. There are infinitely many linear and bounded extensions of
We have the mapping properties
Here we used the notation ℓ q = ℓ q (Z). 
Proof
where I j = (a j , b j ) (with the obvious modifications if the interval is unbounded) and where M a f (·) ≡ e 2πia· f (·) ([Duo01, (3.9)]). Now the desired result follows from Theorem 4.4 (for n = 1) taking into account also that the dual of the extension of the multiplier generated by −I j coincides with S j on D(R n ) by the same arguments as for (16). Moreover, we observe that
This follows, for example, from [Duo01, (8.1), page 158]. The needed Hörmander condition is fulfilled by (23). Indeed, we have
(cf. [Duo01, page 161]). Hölder's inequality yields
and furthermore using (22)
by means of Theorem 4.4. Here we have to show that in particular assumption (13) is fulfilled. IfΨ ≡ ψ and
. This implies (13). We note that dual of the extension of the multiplier of ψ j (−·) coincides withS j on D(R n ) by the same arguments as for (16). Hence,
with the same norm estimates as in Theorem 4.4. Hereby we emphasize that the operatorS j is well-defined on 
2. There are infinitely many linear and bounded extensions of T b to L r p (R n ) denoted again by T b such that
Proof. T b satisfies (13) by [SW94, p. 192 ], see also [Duo01, Section 6.8]. The strongly singular integrals T b are bounded on L p (R n ), 1 < p < ∞, by [Duo01, Section 6.8] and the references given there. Moreover, T b : W k p (R n ) ֒→ W k p (R n ) for all k ∈ N using the lift operator (which is the Fourier multiplier corresponding to (1 + | · | 2 ) σ/2 for σ ∈ R) and, in particular, it follows that T b f ∈ C ∞ for f ∈ D(R n ) by well-known Sobolev embeddings. Having in mind Remark 4.5 we obtain the assertion by Theorem 4.4. (1 − |ξ| 2 ) λf (ξ)e 2πixξ dξ .
It is well-known that B λ f can be reformulated as • L r p (ℓ q , R n ) with f j ∈ D(R n ) for all j. As above we have B λ : D(R n ) → Lip(R n ). As in the proof of Theorem 4.4 we find an unique extension of B λ denoted again as B λ such that
Hereby, we mention that the constant in (15) is allowed to depend on the fixed sequence of functions. The proof of the remaing parts of the corollary for λ > (n − 1)/2 follows the same lines as in the proof of 4.4.
